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Nowadays, due to increase in energy consumption, a great deal of fossil fuels is
being used. This latter is a consequence of the present environmental problems,
suchasglobalwarming,acidrain,etc.Inordertodecreasetheseproblems,theuse
of renewable energy sources is being promoted. But the renewable energy sources,
particularly solar energy, present the drawback that there is a mismatch between
the energy demand and supply. To cover this mismatch, the use of phase change
thermal energy storage systemsis required. In this work, the behaviour of a packed
bed latent heat thermal energy storage system co-operating with solar collector
located in south Spain was analysed by using a numerical method which based on
finitevolumediscretizationandenthalpymethod.Themodelwasvalidatedbycom-
parison of the obtained results with experimental data reported in the literature.
The packed bed was composed of spherical capsules filled with phase change
materials usable for a solar water heating system. The system was designed
according to the conditions in the south Spain and by using commercial
components available on the market. A series of numerical simulations were
conducted applying meteorological data for several months in south Spain,
particularly in Malaga.
Key words: phase change material, thermal energy storage, packed bed,
numerical simulation, enthalpy method
Introduction
Currently, the consumption of energy increases considerably due to technological
development and population rise all over the world. Because of this, production and
prolongation of energy is the most important problem. Usually, fossil fuels are used as energy
sources. However, fossil fuels have some harmful environmental effects on the Earth. All over
the world, renewable energy sources are being researched to decrease these effects. Utilization
of renewable energy sources can be done together with thermal energy storage (TES) systems.
These systems give solutions for the mismatch between the energy demand and supply.
Highcapacitystorageapplications canbedonewithphasechangematerials(PCM),or
also called latent heat storage materials. Waxes, eutectic salt mixtures, and salt hydrates are the
mostcommonlyused classes for this purpose, but other type of materials are also considered [1,
2]. The latent heat storage is particularly attractive due to its ability to provide a high energy
storage density per unit mass and per unit volume as well as due to its characteristics to store
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* Corresponding author; e-mail: piotr.lapka@itc.pw.edu.plheat at a constant temperature corresponding to the melting temperature of the PCM. However,
practical difficulties usually arise in applying PCM due to its low thermal conductivity, density
change during phase change phenomena, stability of properties under extended cycling
operation and sometimes phase segregation and subcooling. Therefore, various methods were
proposed to enhance the heat transfer in aTESsystems.Metallic fillers, metalmatrixstructures,
honeycomb like structures, finned tubes, and aluminum shavings were used to improve thermal
conductivity of paraffin [1, 2]. Another method used was to embed the PCM in metal, graphite
or carbon foam matrices structure [2, 3]. In order to improve thermal efficiency in several
applications the PCM was usually contained in a number of thin flat containers, similar to plate
type heat exchangers. Alternatively, it may be contained in small diameter tubes with the heat
transfer fluid flowing along or across the tubes [2]. The PCM may also be contained in the wall
of a spiral or tube heat exchangers [4]. Another configuration for improving the heat transfer
rate was using finned tubes in which the PCM is placed between the fins [5]. In an effort to
improve the performance of phase change storage units, the use of more than one PCM with
different melting temperatures in a thin flat container was also being suggested [6].
A large improvement in heat transfer performance was also achieved by using small
plastic spherical capsules for encapsulating the PCM which can forma packed bed storage unit.
The drawbacks of this configuration are the expected high pressure drop through the bed and its
initial cost but encapsulation can also solve the problem with changes in a volume during
melting or solidification of the PCM [2]. Therefore, this solution is commonly used in the solar
TES systemsas well as in this work for domestic hot water (DHW) supply. During the charging
process, the heat transfer fluid (HTF) from solar collectors flows continuously through the
porous bedandtheHTFstartstotransferitsenergytoPCMspherical capsules. Whereas,during
the discharging process the energy isreleased fromPCMcapsules and istransferred bythe HTF
tothecoldwaterfromthewatergridinordertobewarmedupandtobeusedbyfamilyasDHW.
Many analytical and numerical methods were developed to describe these packed bed
solar TES systems. Ismail and Henriquez [7] presented a numerical model to simulate a storage
system with spherical capsules filled with the PCM placed inside a cylindrical tank. They used
finitedifferenceapproachformodellingfluidandheatflowsinsidethetankandthemovinggrid
technique for modelling phase change process in PCM capsules. Yuksel et al. [8] proposed
theoretical approach forprediction oftimeandtemperatureduring thecharging anddischarging
in the latent heat storage system. Kousksou et al. [9] developed a theoretical model for analysis
and optimization of the air heating solar collector coupled with TES systems filled with
encapsulated PCM. They performed energy and exergy analyses to better understand TES
systemsbehaviour.HammouandLacroix[10]proposedanewhybridTESsystemformanaging
the storage of heat from solar collector during days and from electric heater during off-peak pe-
riods. Theyproposed heat transfermodelforthisTESsystemand validated itwithexperimental
results. Rady [11] experimentally examined granular phase change composite. Also
performances of air TES system with this material for different operating conditions were
analysed as well as mathematical model was proposed and was validated with experimental
results. Bedecarrats et al. [12] numerically modelled an industrial tank filled with encapsulated
PCM. They included the supercooling phenomenon and developed mathematical model that
enabled investigation of different parameters influences on the behaviour of the tank. Results
predicted by the numerical model were compared with experimental values. Regin et al. [13]
analysed the behaviour of packed bed TES systems filled with spherical capsules with PCM
usable with solar water heating system. They applied model similar to the Schumann model.
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production of DHW, the TES system application in houses is economically justified. However,
utilization of TES systems needs carefully analysis which depends on the climate zone and the
local weather condition. Analyses for particular regions and climate conditions were not very
common in the literature. Additionally, TES systems investigated in the others papers did not
consist of elements that were available on the market.Therefore the purpose of this work was to
create a simple tool that enables to simulate working cycle of solar TES systems with
encapsulated PCM for DHW with application of appropriated meteorological data for the
specific region. The analysed system was composed of commercial elements that might be
found on the market. The propose numerical tool could be also helpful in selection of optimal
elements and operating conditions of TES systems. Working cycle of solar TES systems was
simulated by applying finite volume discretization and enthalpy method for the phase change
phenomena. The model was validated with experimental results available in [14]. Conse-
quently, numerical analyses were performed for the TES system filled with encapsulated PCM
andinco-operation withsolarcollectors forDHWsupplyinasingle-familyhouselocated inthe
city of Malaga (south Spain).
Modelled unit description
Theschematicdiagramofthesystemunder
study, which is shown in fig.1, consisted of an
insulated cylindrical TES tank containing
PCMencapsulated sphericalcapsules,anevac-
uated solar collector, two circulating pumps, a
hot water accumulator, and the DHW outer
system. The D = 300 mm diameter and H =
= 570 mmheight stainless steel TES tank had a
capacity of 40 litres. These values were ob-
tained by energy analysis to the whole system
(hot water demand for 4 person family:
120 litres per day at 60 C; average grid water
temperature 15.5 C; bed porosity 0.32) and by
taking into account a ratio between the diameter and length of the TES tank that should be
around1.75and2[15].Thehotwateraccumulatorhadacapacityof80litrestosupplyhotwater
forafamilyof4persons,withadailyDHWdemandof120litres.Thereweretwoplenumcham-
bers on the top and on the bottom of the tank and a flow distributor was provided on the top of
thetank toachieve uniformflowofHTF.Thestorage tank wasinsulated with50mmthick glass
wool.
For the selection of the Acol =2m 2 solar collector, obtained from the requirements
specified in the national technical building code [15], characteristics of durability and perfor-
manceweretakenintoaccount. Theselectedsolarcollector wasanevacuated solarcollector be-
cause of its high performance compared with solar plate collectors. It belonged to the manufac-
turer THERMOMAX and its characteristics are shown in tab.1 .
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Table 1. Collector characteristics
Manufacturer Model h0
[–]
k1
[Wm–2K–1]
k2
[Wm–2K–1]
 m
[l min–1]
a/e
[–]
Acol
[m2]
THERMOMAX DF100-2 m 83.0 1.53 0.0063 2.0-3.0 95/5 2.0
Figure 1. Scheme of the TES system under
considerationTheHTFwasamixtureofwaterand propylene glycol, withacomposition ofthis latter
one equal to 13% in mass. This proportion of propylene glycol was calculated according to the
meteorological data, particularly, by using the historical lowest temperature in Malaga, which
was 4 °C. The HTF will transfer the energy to Dext = 50 mm outer diameter of the spherical
capsules, size obtained from the average of diameters used in [13, 16-21], which was made of
high-density polyethylene with wall thickness of Rext  Rint = 0.8 mm. Paraffin, from the manu-
facturer PCMPRODUCTS, was used as PCM inside the spherical capsules with a melting tem-
perature equal to Tm = 62 °C, due to the fact that the melting temperature must be situated be-
tween the outlet collector temperature and the operation temperature for DHW [22],
recommended to be 60 °C by the Technical Building Code [15]. Other parameters of the PCM
were: thermal conductivity in the liquid and solid phases of kPCM = 0.3 W/mK, a specific heat of
cp,PCM = 1900 J/kgK in the solid phase and of cp,PCM = 2200 J/kgK in the liquid phase and latent
heat of fusion of LPCM = 202 kJ/kg. The spherical capsules were uniformlypacked in Mf = 7 lay-
ers through the tank, each supported by wire mesh. The void fraction or porosity of tank was
e = 0.32. This means that PCM spherical capsules occupied 67.5% of the storage tank total vol-
ume and the remaining was occupied by the sensible heat storage material which was HTF. The
mass flow rate was set according to the solar collector manufacturer recommendations and its
value for loading and for the unloading processes was  m= 160 kg/h. The 8 mmdiameter copper
pipes between the evacuated solar collector and the TES system and between this latter one and
the hot water accumulator were insulated with a thermalconductivity coefficient of 0.04 W/mK
material. The thickness of the insulation was calculated to be 20 mm.
Mathematical formulation
The mathematical model, which describes the behaviour of the TES system combined
with solar collectors, presented in fig. 1, is subjected to the following assumptions.
– The tank and all pipes in the TES system were fully insulated.
– The flow at a constant mass flow rate was laminar, axial, incompressible, and Newtonian.
– Constant velocity in a cross-section of the tank was assumed, so fluid temperature was
varying only in axial direction.
– The Rayleigh number for liquid PCM in the capsule was very small due to small capsule
radius,highmoltenPCMviscosityandsmalltemperaturedifferenceinthecapsule,therefore
convection in the liquid PCM was neglected.
– Theheatfluxonthecapsulesurfacewasconstant. Therefore,temperatureandliquidfraction
inside the PCM capsule were varying only in radial direction.
– Thermophysical properties of the HTF and the PCM were temperature independent.
– Supercooling or superheating in the PCM was not considered.
Based on these assumptions, energy conservation equations for the HTF in the
axisymmetric co-ordinate system and for the encapsulated PCM in the spherical co-ordinate
system can be written as:
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wheretheeffectivethermalconductivityoftheHTFkefisusedduetohighturbulenceintheflow
field and is defined as [16]:
kef = 0.5 Ref Prfkf (3)
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velocity u in the porous bed equals to u =  m/erf A and A is the tank cross-section area. This ex-
pression is valid for Ref > 0.8. The second term on the right hand site of eq. (1) represents the
heat exchanged between the HTF and the N spherical capsules filled with PCM for i-th layer of
porous bed. The global heat transfer coefficient U through the shell of capsule timesthe capsule
area Ac can be calculated by applying thermal resistance method (fig. 2):
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The external convective heat transfer coefficient hc was calculated from an empirical
correlation for Nu proposed by Beek [23]. This correlation is valid for big diameter spherical
particleslayerofcubicarrangementsuitableforenergystorageapplications andforRef>40.0:
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Constant HTF temperature in the tank equal to temperature of water from water grid
system and equal to final temperature after heat accumulation were taken as initial conditions
forcharging and discharging processes, respectively. During heating process the temperatureof
HTF Tf(z =0 ,t ) at tank inlet depends on amount of a solar energy absorbed by solar collectors
Qs(t) as well as the outlet tank temperature Tf(z = H, t), and was calculated applying balance of
energy for solar collector:
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The time dependent solar energy absorbed by the collector Qs(t) takes the form:
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where the solar collector efficiency h(t) was obtained from the relationship (tab. 1):
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The global solar radiation intensity G(t) and ambient temperature Ta(t) were varying
during the day and were taken according to meteorological data for south Spain.
During discharging process the HTF inlet temperature, Tini, was constant and equals to the
temperature of water from water grid sys-
tem. At the exit of the tank the boundary
condition had a form:
¶
¶
Tf
zz=H

0 (9)
For the PCM inside the capsule follow-
ing boundary conditions were adopted:
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T
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Figure 2. Scheme of a capsule with PCMNumerical solution
The energy equation for working fluid, eq. (1) was discretized applying the finite vol-
ume method (FVM) [24, 25]. This method offers the advantage that the solution obtained satis-
fiestheconservationofmass,momentum,andenergy,regardlessofthenumberofnodesused.It
bases on dividing the domain under study in a finite number of non-overlapping control vol-
umes,so that within each control volume there is a central node at which the unknown tempera-
ture is calculated. The tank under consideration filled with packed bed column was divided into
number of elements which equals to number of PCM capsules layers Mf in the tank. These ele-
ments had size z equal to the external diameter of capsule z = Dext, as it is presented in fig. 1.
Thetimederivative wasdiscretized using fullyimplicitforwardscheme.Fordiffusion termsec-
ondordercentraldifferencing schemewasused,whereasforconvection termupwinddifferenc-
ing scheme was applied. The final discrete equation for HTF for all internal nodes was in the
form:
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For the PCM capsule Eulerian, fixed grid enthalpy method [25, 26] and FVM [24, 25]
withanimplicitforwardtimeschemeandsecondordercentraldifferencingspecialschemewere
applied.ThecapsulewasdividedintoMPCMelementsofsizerasschematicallyshowninfig.1.
Finally, following discrete form of energy equation inside the PCM, eq. (2), for all internal
nodes was obtained:
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Equations (12) and (13) were modified at boundary nodes in order to fulfill boundary
conditions. The evolution of the liquid fraction was determined iteratively from formula [25,
26]:
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The liquid fraction calculated from eq. (14) should be corrected in each iteration as
follows:
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iteratively. The overall solution proce-
dure is presented in fig. 3. Implicit sys-
tems of eqs. (12) and (13) with proper
boundary conditions, were solved by
using the Gaussian elimination algo-
rithm with partial pivoting instead of
usingtheinversealgorithm,asthislater
onehasacomputational costof(n3)op-
erations instead of (n2) operations for
the Gaussian algorithm.
Validation
In order to prove the credibility of
the developed mathematical model, a
comparisonbetweenthenumericalpre-
dictions for the fourth layer i = 4 and
the experimental data reported in [14]
was carried out. The thermophysical
properties aswellasoperating and geo-
metrical parameterswere taken accord-
ing to [14]. Asit can be observed in fig.
4, the agreement between experimental
and numerical results was reasonable.
It can be noticed that in the numerical
results the PCM reached its melting
temperature faster than in the experi-
mental one. This was assumed to be
due to the basic assumptions made in
the mathematical model of the fluid
that the conduction resistance of the tank was neglected, which means, that there were no ther-
mal losses through the tank and pipes. From the same figure, it can be observed that the calcu-
lated PCM melting timewas slightly longer than the experimental one, which maybe due to the
factthat the natural convection within the liquid
PCM was ignored. Another reason that may ex-
plain the difference of the PCM temperature for
solid phase was the use of constant properties,
regardless of the temperature.
Results
Distributions of the temperature in the me-
dium ring of the sphere filled with PCM in the
fourth layer i = 4 were calculated for the repre-
sentative days of several months in Spain. This
position represents the average temperature
through the sphere. The months were those,
firstly, in which the climatic conditions were
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Figure 3. The overall solution procedure scheme
Figure 4. Comparison between numerical and
experimental resultsextreme,that means,those monthsinwhichthehighest andlowestvalues ofirradiation werere-
corded and secondly those monthsbetween both extremesones with average conditions. There-
fore April, July, September, and December were taken during calculation as the most represen-
tative.
In a first approximation and in order to make the calculations, the boundary condition
for the temperature at the inlet to the tank was chosen as the outlet solar collector temperature
(eq. 6), neglecting on this way the thermal and pressure losses in the pipe which connects these
elements. This temperature was represented by a sinusoidal-like function, which was span be-
tween hours when the Sun starts to irradiate collector until the highest air temperature was
reached. This later one corresponds to 14:00, 14:00, 13:00, and midday within April, July, Sep-
tember, and December, respectively. In tabs. 2 and 3 the average ambient temperature and the
average solar irradiation during the Sun hours for Malaga as well as the water grid average tem-
perature were shown, respectively, for the months commented previously. These data were ob-
tained by applying a free software AMT provided by the Autonomous Community of
Andalusia. The aim of AMT is the generation of the extreme meteorological data for the differ-
ent towns of Andalusia as well as the visualization, manipulation, and exportation of the hourly
data of the provincial capitals of Andalusia.
Table 2. Average ambient temperature and average solar irradiation
during sun hours for different months for Malaga
Hour
April July September December
Ta
[°C]
G
[Wm2]
Ta
[°C]
G
[Wm2]
Ta
[°C]
G
[Wm2]
Ta
[°C]
G
[Wm2]
5:00-6:00 10.5 – 20.4 304 17.3 – 7.1 –
6:00-7:00 10.9 30 21.0 421 17.9 378 7.5 –
7:00-8:00 11.5 103 21.8 599 18.6 487 7.8 23
8:00-9:00 12.7 284 23.0 707 19.8 652 8.1 188
9:00-10:00 14.3 548 24.5 792 21.7 750 9.6 448
10:00-11:00 16.1 705 26.2 855 23.6 820 11.6 625
11:00-12:00 18.0 742 27.6 894 25.6 862 13.6 754
12:00-13:00 19.5 848 29.3 906 27.2 877 15.5 801
13:00-14:00 20.6 935 30.3 894 28.5 862 16.8 754
14:00-15:00 21.0 798 30.5 855 29.4 820 17.5 625
15:00-16:00 20.6 637 30.5 792 29.4 750 17.5 448
16:00-17:00 20.0 431 29.8 707 28.5 652 16.6 188
17:00-18:00 19.0 184 28.8 599 27.0 487 15.3 23
18:00-19:00 17.6 52 27.5 421 25.2 378 14.8 –
19:00-20:00 16.8 – 26.0 304 23.9 – 14.0 –
Table 3. Water grid average temperature for different months for Malaga
Month April July September December
Water frid average temperature [°C] 13 16 14 8
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temperature for the medium ring of the PCM
sphere for December, April, July and Septem-
ber, respectively. Moreover in July, for being
the most representative month, the distribution
of the melting fraction during the loading pro-
cess and the distribution of the temperature for
the medium ring during the unloading process
were presented in figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
In December, as it can be noticed in fig. 5,
the TES system did not work as it was desired,
as the temperature of the PCM in the medium
ring did not reach the melting temperature.
Thus, the DHW must be heated in the boiler in
ordertoleavethesystemat60°C.Nevertheless,
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Figure 5. PCM medium ring temperature
distribution for the loading process in December
Figure 6. PCM medium ring temperature
distribution for the loading process in April
Figure 7. PCM medium ring temperature
distribution for the loading process in July
Figure 8. PCM medium ring and centre
temperature distribution for the loading
process in September
Figure 9. PCM medium ring melting fraction for
the loading process in Julythis latter behavior changes during the other
months, see figs. 6-8. For instance in July, the
PCM temperature was around 100 °C. So, the
HTF might be warm to a higher temperature,
close to the boiling point. In the reality this be-
havior must be avoided by using a control sys-
tem. In April, see fig. 6, and in September, see
fig. 8, the PCM reached almost the same tem-
perature, but the loading time was slightly
higher in September than in April. Regarding
July,seefigs.7and10,itcanbenoticed thatthe
unloading timeduringthephasechangewasap-
proximately twice the loading time.
InSeptember,asitcanbeobserved infig.8,
the distribution of the temperature for two
zones of the PCM was shown in the mediumring and in the centre. The behavior of both lines is
almostthesameforsolidphaseofPCMandduringthephasechange, butitchanges intheliquid
phase. In this phase, the temperature distribution for the centre undergoes a smoother increase
thaninthemediumring.Therefore,itcanbeconcluded thatthedistancefromthesurfaceaffects
to the distribution of the temperature over the time.
Conclusions
In this paper a numerical model of TES systems filled with encapsulated PCM co-op-
erating with solar collectors for DHW supply in a single-family house was presented. This
modelcanbeappliedformodellingoperatingcyclesofthesolarTESsystemtakingintoaccount
the climate zone and local weather condition for particular regions of the world. The model
could be also helpful in optimal selection of elements and operating conditions for solar TES
systems. Therefore, the whole system was composed of elements that can be found on the mar-
ket. These elements were chosen according to design recommendations [15]. The model was
validated against the experimental data [14]. Furthermore, some numerical analyses were per-
formed for Malaga (south Spain) applying the meteorological data for most representative
monthi.e.April,July,September,andDecember.Thepresentedmodelwassubjectedtoseveral
assumptions.Someofthemshouldberelaxedinthefutureworktobettersimulaterealsystems.
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Figure 10. PCM medium ring temperature
distribution for the unloading process in July
Nomenclature
A, Ac, – tank cross-section, PCM capsule, [m
2]
Acol – solar collector area, [m
2]
cp – specific heat, [Jkg
–1K
–1]
D, Dext – tankdiameter,capsuleexternaldiameter,[m]
f – liquid fraction, [–]
hc – convective heat transfer coefficient,
– [Wm
–2K
–1]
G – global solar radiation intensity, [Wm
–2]
H – tank height, [m]
k – thermal conductivity, [Wm
–1K
–1]
k1,k 2 – thermal drop coefficients, [Wm
–2K
–1]
L – latent heat of fusion, [Jkg
–1]
Mf – numbers of layers in the tank, [–]
MPCM – numbersofelementsinPCMcapsule,[–]
 m – mass flow rate, [kgs
–1]
N – numbers of capsules in the layer, [–]References
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